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Mr. Ambassador 
Mauro Moruzzi 
Head of the International Relations Division 
Secretary of State for Education, Research 
and Innovation (SERI) 
Bern.- 

Bern 2P1 April 2020 

Dear Ambassador Moruzzi, 

1 have the pleasure of addressing you, in order to inform you that within the framework 
of the national effort in the fight against the Covid-19 pandemic, the National Council of 
Science, Technology and Technological Innovation (Concytec - Fondecyt) called last March 
31 st the contest "Special Projects: Response to Covid-19" in the following five thematic areas: 

a.Development, adaptation and/or validation of detection systems (diagnosis). 
b.Tele-health, mobile health, digital epidemiological surveillance systems. 
c.Technological developments and innovation. 
d.Treatment (drugs, vaccines). 
e.Epidemiological and social studies. 

The amount allocated through the National Fund for Scientific, Technological 
Development and Technological Innovation (Fondecyt) is USO 1.5 million. 

Despite the short time available to submit proposals, the result of the competition 
exceeded Fondecyt's expectations. Six hundred research project proposals were received in 
the five thematic areas mentioned above. After the corresponding evaluation process, a set of 
proposals was pre-selected, which are attached hereto. 

Due to the reduced economic amount available to finance these proposals, Concytec 
wishes to transmit this information to research centers, universities and other entities that may 
be interested in the project proposals, in order to work on them jointly. lf your institution is 
interested in any of the research projects, kindly inform this Embassy so that Concytec can 
send the corresponding Concept Note. 

1 would like to take this opportunity to express my highest and distinguished 
consideration. 

su1z,, 

Thunstrasse 36 - 3005 Berne 

Yours sincerely 

~~ 
Ana Rosa Valdivieso 

Ambassador 

T. 031 351 85 55 e-mail: info@embaperu.ch 



No APPLICANT SUBJECT PROPOSAL STATUS INS DIGEMID Expected Results 

UNIVERSIDA 
Development Adaptation and Personalization of a Low 

As it is a diagnostic 

and / or May require test, it is considered a Operational prototype of the SPR 

D PERUANA Validation of 
Cast "Handcrafted" Operator SPR SPR sensor positive medical device, so it system for detection of SARS-COV- 

CAYETANO Detection 
sensor for a Quick, Highly Sensive and prototype samples will require at the time 2 antibodies. 

HEREDIA Systems 
SpecificSARS COV-2 Virus Detection of authorization 

1 

Development Development and Validation of a As it is a diagnostic 
lt is expected to obtain the validated 

UNIVERSIDA Preliminary prototype of a highly sensitive and 

D PERUANA 
and / or Mollecular Quick Test for SARS CoV-2 tests have 

May require test, it is considered a specific rapid molecular test, based 

CAYETANO 
Validation of dDetection using the RPA-LF lsothermic been carried 

positive medical device, so it on the RPA isothermal method for 

HEREDIA 
Detection Method (Recombinase Polymerase out 

samples will require at the time the detection of SARS- 
Systems Amplification) of authorization COV-2 in human respiratory clinical 

2 
samples. 

Declares to 
1. A fast (- 30min), accessible (no 

have 
specialized instrumentation ), 

Development 
Quick, Accesible and Precise SARS- diagnoses of As it is a diagnostic 

sensitive and specific ( comparable 

and / or 
CoV2 Mollecular Diagnosis Using RT- pathologies 

Requires test, it is considered a 
to the RT-qPCR test) molecular 

INCA'BIOTEC Validation of 
LAMP and CRISPR- Cas12 by LAMP- 

samples to medical device, so it 
diagnostic protocol for the detection 

S.A.C. Technologiesand COVID-19 Associated DIRESA of SARS-CoV-2. 
Detection Pathogen Analysis Using MALDI TOF 

PCR already Tumbes 
will require at the time 2. A diagnostic protocol for the 

Systems TOF 
developed of authorization COVID19 virus based on MALDI 
for animals TOF TOF spectrometric techniques 
and humans that allow the simultaneous 

3 
detection and identification of 

Development Quick SARS-Co-V-2 Coronavirus Virus As it is a diagnostic Correlation of the proposed 

QUALITY and / or Detection Using ACE2 Receptor , Without Request 
test, it is considered a detection method with qRT-PCR 

PHARMA Validation of lmmobilized by a Cistein tail in a Gold prototype INS support 
medical device, so it and / or Qbit and validated 

S.A.C. Detection Electrode as a Target, using lmpedance will require at the time electronic equipment. 

4 
Systems Spectroscopy Techniques of authorization 



Development Does not As it is a diagnostic 
1. Have a validated prototype of the 
development of the RT-LAMP 

UNIVERSIDA and / or Validation of RT LAMP Mollecular Test Without 
indicate if test, it is considered a molecular test for the detection of 

D NACIONAL Validation of Test for SARS-Co-V virus Detection prototype 
INS medical device, so it the SARS-CoV-2 virus (COVID-19) 

DE TRUJILLO Detection samples will will require at the time 

Systems be required of authorization 
2. The technology package will be 

5 
presented for transfer. 

Metodologia 

PONTIFICIA 
Development similar ya As it is a diagnostic Have a validated "Tiling multiplex 

UNIVERSIDA 
and / or Validation of improved Tests for SARS- desarrollada INS will test, it is considered a PCR" methodology 

D CATOLICA 
Validation of Co-V-2 Diagnosis and Massive a nivel de provide medical device, so it 

DEL PERU 
Detection Sequencing laboratorio samples will require at the time 

Systems para Dengue of authorization 

6 V Zika 

Prototype for 
The following: 1) Validated RT- 

RT-LAMP for 
LAMP molecular method, with a 

Development Development and Validation of a field 
'Does not Requires coordination 

sensitivity and specificity of at least 

INSTITUTO and / or Portable and Colorimetrical for Quick detection of 
indicate if between INS and 

90% (95% Cl and precision 5%) that 

NACIONAL Validation of Diagnosis of SARS-Co-V-2 (COVID-19) TB MDR, 
INS DIGEMID, being a 

detects the SARS virus visually 

DE SALUD Detection Virus lnfections Dengue, 
samples will diagnostic kit 

( colorimetrically) and quickly (from 

Systems Zika and 
be required 30 minutes) -CoV 2. 

Chikungunya 
2) Presentation of the transfer and / 

7 
or implementation of the method to 

Development 'Does not As it is a diagnostic 
lt is expected to achieve a highly 

UNIVERSIDA and / or 
Development and Validation of a Strang indicate if test, it is considered a 

specific rapid molecular diagnostic 

D NACIONAL Validation of 
and Technologically Affordable Kit for Without INS medical device, so it 

kit with short response times ( 40-60 

AGRARIA LA Detection 
Quick Mollecular Diagnosis of COVld- prototype sampleswill will require at the time 

minutes) that does not require 

MOLINA Systems 
19, Based on LAMP RT PCR be required of authorization 

specialized thermocyclists or image 

8 
detection and analysis eauioment. 

UNIVERSIDA 
Development Implementation and Validation of a 

'Does not As it is a diagnostic Validated protocol at pilot scale (with 

D PERUANA 
and / or Quick, Low Cost Mollecular Tests Panel Without 

indicate if test, it is considered a samples of synthetic RNA) and 

CAYETANO 
Validation of for SARS-CoV-2 Diagnosis without RT- prototype 

INS medical device, so it functional environment (samples 

Detection samples will will require at the time obtained 
HEREDIA Systems 

PCR be required of authorization of COVID-19 patients ). 

9 
INS National Institute of Health 



DIGEMID Directorate General of Medicines and Drugs 


